There is an exact correspondence between the simplest solution to Einstein's equations describing the formation of a black hole and a particular moving mirror trajectory. In both cases the Bogolubov coefficients in 1+1 dimensions are identical and can be computed analytically. Particle creation is investigated by using wave packets. The entire particle creation history is computed, incorporating the earlytime non-thermal emission due to the formation of the black hole (or the early-time acceleration of the moving mirror) and the evolution to a Planckian spectrum.
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In the previous paper [1] , hereafter called Paper 1, it was shown that there is an exact correspondence between the particle production that occurs for a massless minimally coupled scalar field in a (1+1)D spacetime in which a black hole forms from the collapse of a null shell and the particle production for this field which results from an accelerating mirror with a particular trajectory in (1+1)D. Here we investigate the time dependence of the particle production process for these cases and the approach to a thermal distribution at late times.
We also compute the time dependence of the energy flux for the field in the mirror spacetime.
In the black hole case the trajectory is along the ray v = v 0 with v = t + r in the flat space region inside the shell and v = t s + r * in the Schwarzschild geometry outside the shell with t s the time in the usual Schwarzschild coordinates and r * ≡ r + 2M ln 
with W the Lambert W function. It is plotted in Fig. 1 for the case v H = 0. It begins at z = ∞ at rest and asymptotically approaches the ray v = v H . At late times this trajectory is similar to that studied by Carlitz and Willey [2] for which the particles are at all times created in a thermal distribution.
1 However, at early times the mirror we consider has a very different trajectory and, as shown below, the particles are only created in a thermal distribution at late times. In Paper 1 the Bogolubov coefficients between the "in" and "out" states were computed for the modes in the "out" state which go to I + R . The one relevant to particle production can be written in the form
The total number of particles produced with frequency ω is
and
Thus an infinite total number of particles is produced. However, if the time dependence of the particle production is investigated then a finite number of particles is produced in any finite time interval [3] .
To investigate the time dependence of the particle creation process we construct localized wave packets which were used by Hawking [3] and carried out for specific accelerating mirror models by Good-Anderson-Evans [4] and Good-Ong [5] . When applied to the mode functions, the packets form a complete orthonormal set. The packets can also be applied directly to the Bogolubov coefficients [6] with the result that
The value of n is related to the time and the value of j is related to the frequency of the packet. The average total number of particles produced in a given packet which arrive at
The particles arrive at I + R in the range of frequencies j ω (j + 1) and in the range of
A plot of the time dependence of the particle production for the frequency band = j = 1 is given in Figure ( 3). We have found that it is not possible to simultaneously obtain both good time resolution and a good frequency spectrum. For good time resolution the bins must be wide enough in frequency that one has a coarse-grained frequency spectrum. For a good frequency spectrum the bins must be long enough in time that one has poor time resolution. This was also found for all of the trajectories investigated in Ref. [4] except the Carlitz-Willey trajectory which gives a time independent spectrum. If Eq. (2) is substituted into Eq. (5) then in the late time, large n limit one can see that the dominant contribution to the integral comes from values of ω for which the arguments of the oscillating exponentials cancel or nearly cancel and which therefore satisfy the condition ω ω. In this limit
and one sees that there is a thermal distribution of particles with temperature T = κ 2π
. Such a late time thermal distribution was found for black hole radiation in [3] and for mirrors with a particular class of asymptotically null trajectories in [7] .
While particle production is the same for the collapsing null shell and accelerating mirror spacetimes, the stress-energy tensor for the scalar field will not be. Here we compute it for the accelerating mirror spacetime. The general form of the energy flux for any mirror trajectory is[8]
where the dots are time derivatives. The energy flux, using the trajectory of Eq. (1), as function of time gives a result in terms of the Lambert W function:
This is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 4 . In the late time limit it approaches the thermal value given by the Carlitz-Willey trajectory at all times. We have investigated the time dependence of the particle production that occurs in (1+1)D for a massless minimally coupled scalar field when a black hole forms from gravitational collapse of a null shell and when a mirror in flat space has the trajectory (1) . Both the number of particles and the energy flux (in the mirror case) increase in time and approach the values they have for a thermal distribution.
